
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1st CONDITIONAL 
Real Situations 

Conditionals means 

“situations or 

circumstance” 

If a particular condition 

is true, then a 

particular result 

happens. 

First Condtional= Real 
If + condition + result 

If + simple present + future will 

Examples: 

If he sees Diego, he will tell him 

If it snows today, I’ll stay at home 

If we are free, what will you do? 

 

Note: This conditional is real. It means we 

are talking about the future. There is a real 

possibility that this condition will happen. Ex. 

It’s morning. You’re at home. You plan to play 

soccer later. But it’s dark and there are some 

clouds in the sky. Let’s suppose it rains. (It 

isn’t raining yet)  What will you do? 

Note: Will can be substituted by can, shall or may. Ex: If I forget my keys, I may stay out. 

A) Choose the correct alternative.  
1. If Andres (sees – will see) me, he’ll talk to me. 
2. If my teacher (speak – speaks) fast, we won’t 
understand the class.   
3. If I am free, I’ll (sleep – sleeps) at day. 
4. If Costa Rica (has – have) a good soccer 
stadium, everybody will (goes-go) there. 
5. If we have enough money, we will (buy – buys) 
new books and laptop. 
6. I will learn more English if all my  teachers (are 
– be) native speakers. 
7. If Diego (is – can be) absent one more time, he 
(may – should) fail the course. 
8. If I cook lasagna, It won’t (taste, tastes) good  

B) Complete with the correct word. Share your 
answers. 
1. If Jose and Luis ____________ (not-study), they will 
fail the exam and ________________ (be) punished. 
2. If I ____________ (work) late, I will earn more money. 
3. If all the people __________ (be – not) quite,  the 
meeting will be more boring for all of us. 
4. They will buy a new house if their parents ________ 
(want) to sell their old one. 
5. If I _____________ (use – not) my glasses, I will _______ 
(have) a terrible headache. 
6. If Costa Rica ______________ (classify) to Brazil 2014, 
all of us _______________ (wath) the soccer matches.  
7. If my sisters ___________ (do – not) their homeworks, 
they will lose many points. 
8.  If I ____ (have)  money, we will go to Europe. 

C. Unscramble the following questions and answer them. Then, share your answers with a classmate 
  Questions       Answers 
1. you do if / will / you are / free tomorrow? / What  
a) ________________________________________________    b) _____________________________________________ 
2. have a restaurant / who will / if you? you invite to eat, 
a) ________________________________________________    b) _____________________________________________ 
3. have a lot of money / will you go / Where if you? 
a) ________________________________________________    b) _____________________________________________ 
4. you state at school, / How long /can play videogames/  will if you? 
a) ________________________________________________    b) _____________________________________________ 
5. /go to class / the teacher / What will / you do / if she doesn’t? 
a) ________________________________________________    b) _____________________________________________ 
  


